The DDR clock differential pair is the most critical trace on the entire board.

The data lines in each byte lane can be swapped on the RAM chip for optimal layout. Example: D0 and D1 can be swapped, but not D7 and D8.

The trace length of each data line (in a single byte lane) and the respective Q5 and DM signals must be matched to within 2.5 mm.

Address and Command signals can be grouped together, but must be isolated from data and M_DSQ and M_DM signals (by at least .5 mm) or run them on different layers.

Example: D0 and D5 can be swapped, but not D7 and D8.
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Op Amp gain = 1 or 2.
Gain = 2 for 0-5V range
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ADC notes
Input Impedance = 70 Kohm
TVS adds 1000-3000 pF

typ. MUX ON resistance = 120 ohm
typ. Delta between chan = 10 ohm

Reading channel 0 allows calibrating out most error
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